
Student Learning Plan 

Name:   Jennifer Ewedosh 

Subject:   Social Studies  

Grade:      3  

Goal:     Teaching Pennsylvania History:  Charter Day  

Importance of the lesson, relevance for students 

Importance of this is for the student to obtain a working knowledge of factual information pertaining to 

the origin of PA history.  The students are to analyze and reflect upon the events before and after the 

Charter of PA.  Students will be able to define and identify vocabulary pertaining to the lesson.   

 

Related Primary and Secondary Sources: 

The Charter to William Penn 

http://www.docheritage.state.pa.us/documents/charter.asp  

TITLE: [ William Penn, half-length portrait, facing right] 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?pp/PPALL:@field(DOCID+@lit(93500269))   

Additional Resources: 

TITLE:  William Penn house, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Pa. 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?pp/PPALL:@field(DOCID+@lit(det1994000883/PP))  

Expected Duration:    Three 45 minute sessions  

Objectives 

Academic Standards: 

X  Pennsylvania              __ National (SPA)   

5.1 Principals and Documents of Government 

5.1.3. D.  Identify the document which created Pennsylvania 

5.1.3.K.  Identify symbols and political holidays. 

 Pennsylvania (e.g., Charter Day, Liberty Bell, Keystone State)  

http://www.docheritage.state.pa.us/documents/charter.asp
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?pp/PPALL:@field(DOCID+@lit(93500269))
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?pp/PPALL:@field(DOCID+@lit(det1994000883/PP))


 

Assessment method:    

 The students will orally answer comprehension question after reading. 

 The students will analyze two individual pictures and identify the picture of William Penn. 

 The students will complete a written photo analysis worksheet identifying two specific features 

of the Pennsylvania Charter. 

 The students will make a flip book illustrating three sequential events pertaining to Charter Day 

and defining three key vocabulary words. 

Objectives are:  

 X Cognitive         __X__ Affective     ____ Psychomotor 

 

Student Objectives:  (related to assessment) As a result of this lesson, the students will be able to: 

 The students will participate in analyzing two historical portraits then complete the “Who am I? 

Worksheet” with in their cooperative groups.  

 The students will be able to illustrate three chronological events ending with William Penn settling 

in the woods of Pennsylvania in a flip book. 

 The students will be able to write a two sentence caption reflecting each illustration in his/her flip 

book. 

 The students will be able to create a glossary in their flip book correctly indentifying the vocabulary 

terms charter, sovereign and territory. 

 

Content Notes and Questions for Students: 

Beginning:  Model a KWL chart with the students 

Pass out Photo analysis sheets and portrait of William Penn and another historical figure. 

Ask student groups to analyze which picture is William Penn.  Facilitate groups. 

Discuss then give background information on Charter Day and William Penn.  Pass out copies of PA 

Charter and discuss.  (Teacher use information from the PA State Archives-Heritage Documents).  Open 

ended questions. 

Model example of flip book and give directions to student.  

*William Penn ascertained a charter from King Charles II of Great Britain for the land in America that is 

now known as Pennsylvania (Penn’s Woods) on March 4, 1681.   

 



 

Professional Development 

Thoughts before/after Teaching the Lesson: 

 I need to prepare primary sources (pictures) ahead of time for each group and prepare analysis 

sheets for students prior to the lesson.  

 Questions Students – Bloom’s Taxonomy 

 I need to re-examine the PA Social Study Standards and reflect upon an area that needs enrichment.   

ADDITIONAL NOTES/COMMENTS 

I have created a packet for the students with handouts of inquiry questions, background information 

and copies of primary sources.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


